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AARGAZ Taditel Automotive Ltd. owns
five subsidiaries engaged in: transportation
and bus production; pre-fabricated and industrial housing; contract manufacturing and metal
processing; storage, cooling and display systems;
regulators and rectifiers for the automotive industry.

HAARGAZ Transportation
The plant, a member of the Haargaz Group founded
in 1932, is an innovative, high quality advanced plant.
Its main focus is the development, design and production of buses and other transport solutions (Light
Trains, Minibuses, etc.), for local and global markets,
at competitive prices, using advanced management
and engineering methods and tools. Haargaz buses
are built on advanced quality chassis (MAN, SCANIA,
IVECO, DAF, MERCEDES), complying with strictest
European standards and the latest environmental standards. Main type of buses: BRT, City, Articulated,

and 931, the ISO 9002 standard and anti-flammable
standards, HAARGAZ mobile housing has earned its
reputation as quick, high-quality construction.

HAARGAZ Storage Cooling and Display
Systems
The dominant supplier in Israel in shelving and storage
systems for home and office use, light, moderate,
standard and unique display systems for shopping
centers, cashier desks, heavy storage systems such as
drive-in systems, pallet racking, automatic storage, life
storage (flow-racks, push back, etc…) and complete
required solutions for logistics centers. The company
recently acquired KEDAH, which has over 40 years
of experience in manufacturing industrial refrigerators
& deep-freezers, cooled display systems, and energy
units for cooling systems. The company is the only
Israeli One Stop Shop supplier for retailers and point
of sale. The company has ISO 9001 certification.
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TADITEL Automotive Electronics

InterCity, Coaches & Tourism buses, as well as
Low Entry buses. The plant is certified with the ISO
9001:2008 advanced standard.
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Tel: 972-8-6531801
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The largest manufacturer for Israel’s pre-fabricated
housing market. The plant applies advanced production methods, some exclusive to HAARGAZ
for building high quality housing and structures.
The plant has produced more than 450,000 sq.m.
(4,900,000 sq.ft.) of residential buildings, guest
houses, industry and office buildings, schools and
classrooms, community centers, etc. Complying with
the Israeli Standards Institute’s specifications 921

HAARGAZ TECHNOPACH
Metal Industries

HAARGAZ TECHNOPACH Metal Industries
This is an advanced factory specializing in designing
and manufacturing metal products and advanced
electronic packaging systems for the high-tech,
telecom, aviation-related and defense industries.
The plant has developed the technology and accumulated the knowledge to provide complete technological turnkey solutions from design to assembly.

Taditel Automotive Electronics
Provides advanced microelectronic technologies
for the automotive and high-tech industries, focusing on Voltage Regulator, Rectifiers, Ignition
and Control units both for the OE and Aftermarket.
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